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Difficulties in provision of bariatric surgical services
to the morbidly obese
Michael L Talbot, John O Jorgensen and Ken W Loi

A

recent review and meta-analysis by Buchwald et al1 summarises succinctly the impact of bariatric (obesity) surgery
on morbid obesity (Box 1) and its related comorbidities.
The percentage excess weight loss in patients who have had
bariatric surgery is reported to be 50%–70%, and “cure” or
significant amelioration of diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipidaemia
and obstructive sleep apnoea is experienced by over 80% of
patients,
average,
for each
condition.
meta-analysis conThe on
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safe
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intervention, with
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positive
effects
persisting
for years
or decades.
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Australian
patients.
Obesity is now epidemic in the Western world, due to a
complex range of environmental and genetic factors.3 The AusDiab
survey showed a combined prevalence of overweight and obesity
of about 60% in Australian adults.4 It would be fair to assume,
therefore, that overweight and obesity are now more prevalent risk
factors for disease than smoking. Extrapolating from overseas data,
the yearly number of deaths in Australia attributable to obesity is
in the order of 12 000–17 000.5,6 Over the past 20 years, the
prevalence of both obesity and diabetes in Australia has doubled,4
and the upward trend is projected to continue. Unfortunately, poor
results of non-surgical intervention mean that there is rarely an exit
for patients entering the obese cohort.
Treatment strategies for obesity have been exhaustively evaluated, both at a primary-care level and as intensive medical
therapies instituted for high-risk patients. Primary-care interventions have either been ineffective or of insufficient duration to
assess long-term results.7-9 The National Health and Medical
Research Council (NHMRC), after an extensive evaluation of
available therapies,10 concluded that obesity is associated with
significant morbidity and mortality and that medical treatments for
obesity generally result in weight loss of less than 10 kg of variable
duration. While a sustained 3–5 kg weight loss may be acceptable
for an “overweight” or “Class I” obese patient (Box 1), recommending non-surgical therapy to morbidly obese patients needing more
significant weight loss is unsupported by evidence. Surgery is
documented as the only consistently effective therapeutic intervention for the morbidly obese.1,10,11
The fact that surgery is not widely advocated by clinicians
managing severely obese patients may, in part, be explained by the
chequered history of some procedures that have been introduced
with enthusiasm, rapidly disseminated, then later abandoned
because of either dangerous side effects (eg, jejuno-ileal bypass) or
ineffective weight loss (eg, gastroplasty). The number of patients
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ABSTRACT
• Morbid obesity (defined as having a body mass index
[BMI] > 40 kg/m2, or BMI > 35kg/m2 with obesity-related
comorbidities) is a medical disorder associated with increased
morbidity and mortality.
• Management guidelines published by the National Health
and Medical Research Council and by similar US and UK
bodies have recommended surgery as the most effective
treatment available for selected patients with morbid obesity.
• A recent meta-analysis of obesity surgery has documented its
safety and effectiveness in resolving some of the major
medical comorbidities that occur in obese patients.
• To date, no intervention other than surgery has proven either
effective or cost-effective in treating severe obesity and its
associated medical conditions.
• Targeting patients with metabolic complications of obesity
(eg, type 2 diabetes) could lead to substantial cost savings
for the public health system.
• Currently, Medicare pays for privately insured patients to
undergo obesity surgery, while uninsured patients are denied
access to surgery in public hospitals. This raises significant
equity issues that should be addressed.
MJA 2005; 182: 344–347

happy to undergo often untested procedures with unknown longterm consequences is testament to the desperation faced by those
afflicted with obesity.
Current bariatric surgical techniques have evolved to produce
highly safe and effective treatments for obesity and are now
considered mainstream. Perhaps no other type of surgical procedure has been as extensively scrutinised. Multiple studies have
shown that bariatric surgery leads to long-term weight loss with
low morbidity and mortality. Indeed, obesity surgery has become
one of the most frequently performed major surgical procedures in
the United States (with over 120 000 projected cases for 2004),
and is the second most frequent upper gastrointestinal surgical
1 Obesity definitions*2
BMI (kg/m2)
Underweight

Obesity class

< 18.5

Normal

18.5–24.9

Overweight

25.0–29.9

Obesity

30.0–34.9

I

Severe

35.0–39.9

II

40.0+

III

Very severe

BMI = body mass index. * The term “morbid obesity” refers to BMI > 40kg/m2,
or BMI 35–39.9kg/m2 with medical comorbidities.
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2 Selection criteria for bariatric surgery13
Body weight
• BMI > 40 kg/m2; or
• BMI 35–39.9 kg/m2 with medical comorbidities
• No endocrine cause of obesity
Resistant obesity
• Obesity present > 5 years
• Multiple failed non-surgical attempts to lose weight
Psychological profile
• No alcohol or drug use
• No (or controlled) psychiatric conditions
• Understanding of the surgery involved and commitment
to follow-up

procedure (after cholecystectomy) performed in Australia (unpublished Health Insurance Commission data).
Bariatric surgery has been evaluated by the NHMRC,10 the UK
National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE)11,12 and the US
National Institutes of Health (NIH).13 These three agencies have
explicitly recommended that surgery be made available to selected
morbidly obese patients (Box 2). On the basis of a cost-effectiveness analysis of gastric bypass surgery, the NICE has recommended
that National Health Service trusts actively promote bariatric
surgery. Similar analyses in the United States are prompting the US
government to consider more widespread payment, through Medicare, to allow surgery in uninsured patients.

Worldwide, about 65% of bariatric surgical procedures performed each year are variations of the gastric bypass (Box 3), with
the laparoscopic band (Box 4) being the second most common
procedure. The latter procedure is the most common performed
outside the United States.14
In Australia, we have an unusual situation in which Medicare
pays for bariatric surgery and postsurgical care for privately
insured patients, while non-insured patients are denied the same
services in public hospitals. As the prevalence of obesity is
significantly greater in lower socioeconomic classes, there are
obviously a significant number of obese people excluded from
treatment that has been recommended by the NHMRC.10 A
surgical approach to obesity treatment is also supported by the
Australian Safety and Efficacy Register of New Interventional
Procedures — Surgical (ASERNIP-S)15 and the Medical Services
Advisory Committee (MSAC).16 The recommendations of the
ASERNIP-S and the MSAC were to continue provision of funding
for gastric banding in particular, but bariatric surgery in general
was also supported.
The reason bariatric surgery was allowed to proceed in the UK
National Health Service was a cost analysis showing that gastric
bypass was cheaper than other interventions on a quality-adjustedlife-year (QALY) basis.
Gastric bypass surgery is the only intervention, to date, that has
been shown to be cost-effective for treating severe obesity.17,18 It
results in lower morbidity, mortality and cost in operated compared with non-operated patients.19,20 Although laparoscopic gastric banding did not appear as cost-effective as gastric bypass when
evaluated by the NICE,11,12 modelling analysis suggests it could be

3 Gastric bypass

4 Gastric band

A small part of the upper stomach is separated from the main part
and connected to the small bowel. This bypasses most of the
stomach, duodenum and proximal jejunum.
(Diagram courtesy of Johnson and Johnson Medical.)

An adjustable prosthesis is placed at the upper part of the stomach.
The stoma of the prosthesis is calibrated with saline introduced via a
subcutaneous access port.
(Diagram courtesy of Johnson and Johnson Medical.)
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5 Yearly Health Insurance Commission claims for band
placement* and obesity surgery reversal†‡
3500

Band placement
Band removal

3000
2500
2000

can not afford either drug therapy or surgery. Surgery for obesity is
regarded by many people, including clinicians, to be akin to
cosmetic surgery, a perception that is likely to persist while it
remains solely in the domain of the private system. Although
managing obesity is going to be a problem of major proportions,
the longer we wait, the more difficult it will be to find solutions
that suit the Australian population. The first step will be to
acknowledge the severity of the problem and to offer treatment for
the morbidly obese based on best available evidence. To do
otherwise is to either ignore the evidence or simply discriminate
against the obese.
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band removal in public hospitals, but do include small numbers of patients
having other obesity procedures reversed.26

cost-effective.21 This seems likely, given the good weight control
and comorbidity resolution observed in Australian studies of
gastric banding.22 The MSAC report16 costed gastric banding at
just over $9000 and gastric bypass at just over $8000 per
procedure — figures that accord fairly well with our own estimates
(unpublished data), except that our bypass costs were $1000–
$2000 higher than banding costs because they included hospital
and intensive care unit/high-dependency unit stays. These figures
do not take into account the apparent high rate of band removal/
replacement,23-25 also reported in Health Insurance Commission
data, that would need to be included in cost calculations (Box 5).
Patients with diabetes are of particular interest as a potential
target population for bariatric surgery. All studies to date have
shown a cure rate of at least 80% for type 2 diabetes after gastric
bypass surgery.27-30 There are currently over 900 000 Australians
with type 2 diabetes, with the number projected to rise to over 1.2
million by 2010.31 The yearly cost of managing each patient with
diabetes averages $10 900 (ranging from $9095 to $15 850,
depending on the presence of complications).32 This means that a
patient with diabetes having bariatric surgery in a public hospital is
likely to have the procedure pay for itself within a year. Existing
federal–state funding arrangements are not conducive to promoting obesity surgery as a cost-saving measure. While most of the
costs of managing people with diabetes and serious obesity-related
comorbidities are borne by the federal government, state-government-funded hospitals bear the costs of surgery. It is unlikely that
state governments, without benefiting from the overall savings,
would be swayed by cost-effectiveness arguments. The current
inequities may, therefore, continue.
Currently, Australia is far behind many Western countries in
developing strategies to reduce the future burden of obesity and
treat people who are severely afflicted. We have had no openforum discussions between stakeholders and government of the
kind that produced the recent UK House of Commons report on
obesity.33 We have no primary-care equivalent of the UK Counterweight Project,8 and no effective treatments available to those who
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